Our Best Looks For
Health & Wellness
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RIXFORD POLYFLEECE JACKET

KNIT JACKET

M TM18117
365

W TM98117
431

575

M TM18130
991

995

This 100% polyester jersey knit jacket has a brushed back
detail and is equipped with mesh pocket bags. The
Okapi’s versatility and 4 color options makes it a great
choice for university and team jackets or everyday wear.

As Low As: $38.17[c]
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As Low As: $30.33[c]

As Low As: $44.08[c]

KARMINE SOFTSHELL JACKET
M TM12937
995

With the cozy Equinox Knit Blazer, weve created a
fashion-forward look that women will love. Made with
washable wool for easy care, it features a distinctive
shawl collar, tapered waist and dropped back hem. This
versatile knit blazer can take you from chic professional
office attire to evening drinks with colleagues and
friends.

As Low As: $63.08[c]

988

SOFTSHELL JACKET

The Maxson is designed for movement while providing
protection from the elements. Available in a range of
great colors, the Maxson features waterproof, breathable
three-layer construction, as well as ergonomic sleeves
and articulated elbows for a superior fit – and the
womens style includes shaped seams, a tapered waist
and a dropped back hem for an even more natural fit.
The Maxson also features a polyester brushed tricot
upper storm flap, easy grip zipper pull and adjustable
cuff tabs with hook and loop closure.

W TM98613

684

M TM19534

The comfortable Rixford offers a classic look for chilly
weather. Made with 100% polyester anti-pill microfleece,
it features an interior thumb grab at the end of each
sleeve and a contrast hanger loop inside the neck.
Thoughtful details like easy grip zipper pulls add to the
Rixfords retail feel, and the womens style has a dropped
back hem, shaped seams and tapered waist for a more
natural fit. Available in colors ranging from Forest Green
and Olympic Blue to basic Black, the versatile Rixford is a
stylish look for any brand.

EQUINOX KNIT BLAZER
550

MAXSON

W TM98130

358

431

W TM92937
573

660

938

995

The lightweight Karmine Softshell Jacket combines a
classic clean look with lightweight comfort for the
transitions between seasons – plus a unique branding
opportunity inside the back yoke. The three layer
construction includes a waterproof breathable
membrane, with water repellent finish, snap closure
pockets and brushed interior zipper flap. Articulated
elbows and ergonomic sleeves offer extra mobility and
comfort.

As Low As: $36.42[c]

Decorated pricing shown. Price includes first-location run charges. Minimum order for decoration.
See our entire collection at www.pcna.com/trimark
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